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Walter Tomasch (IN) 
whimsically trims his big 
rubber model.
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The 2014 Free Flight Nats got off to a howling start Monday 
morning. I say howling, because the winds were gusting 
up to 20-plus miles per hour. With the winds blowing hard 

out of the west and northwest, the drift of the models aloft was 
insane and retrievals a nightmare. Many 3-minute fl ights were 
blown miles off the fi eld. (You often wonder what the neighbors 
think when they see all these scruffy guys walking around, waving 
weird-looking antennas in all directions.)

On the positive side, temperatures were quite nice during the 
day, barely cresting 80° in the afternoon. This made excursions 
into the corn and beans a much more pleasant affair.  

All Free Flight events wind up being retrieval contests 
eventually, but this started early in the high-performance events 
like Moffett. Quite a few elected not to fl y, so dire were the 
prospects. Still, 15 fl ew and the conditions produced low but 
hard-fought scores. David Sechrist (IN) won with a score of 780 
seconds, usually just enough to make the middle of the pack. 

The Small Mulvihill event produced similar results. Eight fl ew, 
and the victory went to Joe Williams (PA) with 549 seconds, again 
usually only suffi cient to make modest results. The unoffi cial 
mass-launch Small Mulvihill event Sunday evening was won by 
this writer in that evening’s breezes.

The stiff breezes made the gas-powered events very interesting. 
Again, a few elected not to fl y, but most wouldn’t be denied. The 
.020 Replica event, 1/2A Gas, and C NosGas were all contested 
by around a dozen fl iers, mostly to close fi nishes. Brad Bane 
(NY) won C NosGas with 960 seconds, and Bill Schlarb won 

.020 Replica with 348 seconds. Of the three events, Dan Berry’s 
(AR) almost-3-minute margin of victory in 1/2A Gas was the most 
decisive.

The Payload event drew its usual panel of experts, all familiar 
with each other. The conditions made this one a real slog. Denny 
Dock (MI) eked out a narrow victory with 268 seconds. 

One aspect of Monday’s fl ying stood out, and that was the large 
number of kids on the fi eld. About 40 kids and their parents came 
to attend their fi rst Nats. Rocco Ferrario and Tim Batiuk, both 
from California, have been mentoring this group of well-motivated 
students from Connections Academy, holding model-building and 
fl ying sessions. Monday was a real eye-opener for them. They had 
a ball!

Quite a few kids fl ew well against the adults, too. Young 
Hayden Ashworth (IN) came in second against the grownups in 
B Electric—no small feat. It took an expert like Dick Ivers (MA) 
to beat him. Adding frosting to the cake, he beat his grandfather, 
Graham Selick (GA). 

Hayden had company. Kyle Gerspacher (OH) placed second in 
Old-Timer HLG, no mean feat because a serious amount of arm 
strength and thermal-picking is required.

Tuesday’s promised conditions will be less arduous. Winds are 
expected to moderate a little to the low teens. Monday’s overnight 
temperatures produced a Muncie record low of 47°! Monster 
thermals are expected under clear, sunny skies once things warm 
up. We’ll see what happens.

—David Mills

Our simple rubber models require a lot of gear. Bud Romak (CA) grinds away.

Left: A merry Dan 
Berry (AR) fl ew 
this 1/2A gas job to 
victory.

Bill Vanderbeek (CA) looks aloft with his C 
NosGas My Sin at the ready.

Right: Clark Darling 
(NY) and his big C 
NosGas Ramrod.
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A smiling Rick Pangell (CO) and his 1/2A Gas Satellite.Young Kyle Gerspacher and his glider. 
He won second against adults. 

Students and parents from Connections Academy, a 
K-12 virtual school, visited AMA to build Free Flight 
gliders Monday. With instruction from National Free 
Flight Society (NFFS) Vice President (western district) 
George Batuik, and Rocco Ferrario, NFFS scholarship 
committee chairman, the visitors had the opportunity 
to fl y their gliders at the International Aeromodeling 
Center.

—Information and photos
provided by Jim Mayes
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The smiling winners in C NosGas.

Another victorious kid, Will Reuter 
(OH), won Junior 1/2A Gas.

The exuberant winners in .020 Replica.

The humbled winners in Old-Timer HLG. Again, the short one came in second.

The B Electric winners. The short 
one came in second.
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The hard-won 
winners in Payload. 
Denny Dock (right) 
eked out a close one.

The winners in 
Mulvihill were a 
well-traveled lot.

An overgrown 
kid, Robert Marier 
(GA), won Senior 

1/2A Gas.The winners in 1/2A Gas. 
After fl ying is done for the 
day, more than gas goes into 
winner Dan Berry’s (AR) tank.
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Cross Country Weekend

The combination of a train that blocked the course 
for almost an hour and the wind getting up to the 
low teens really put a hurt on Saturday’s results. 

The successful runs posted involved getting real high and 
basically running the course with more or less good luck 
fi nding loft along the way. 

Tons of 6- to 9-foot-high corn on the majority of the 
course really made for big swaths of sink. There were little 
bubbles of lift here and there from occasional house/barn/
lawn parcels, but it’s diffi cult to ride those bubbles up before 
the lift is sheared apart by the stiffening breeze.

Saturday mileage best fl ights:

Team Thick and Thin: 1.9 miles
Team Virginia: 3.9 miles
Team Michigan: 2.2 miles

Sunday conditions were even worse than Saturday. The 
teams fought to snag any lift at the launch and resorted to 
launching and getting on course. This added mileage to their 
Saturday runs, but didn’t change the fi nishing order. 

Tom Broeski and Chuck Pinnell’s 2-mile advantage from 
the previous day proved to be insurmountable on Sunday 
where all the teams added another mile or so.

—Skye Malcolm

Chuck Pinnell and Tom Broeski give a young spectator a fl ight lesson on the buddy box.
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First place team: Tom Broeski and Chuck Pinnell.

Second place team: Peter Baumeler with 
two students from the University of Michigan, 

Nate DeRoo and Kohei Harada.

Third place: Team Thick and Thin, David Beach, 
Wally Adasczik, Anker Berg Sonne, and Alex Hall.
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The forecast of strong and steady 
winds held true for the Rudder-
Elevator-Spoiler (RES) and 

Nostalgia-class Soaring pilots on Monday. 
These classes are run concurrently and 
Contest Director Jim McCarthy ably 
guided a combined 93 entrants through 
four rounds of each class before calling it 
quits for the day. 

Thirty-fi ve pilots posted scores in 
Nostalgia, 58 pilots made valid fl ights 
in the RES class. Not entirely dissimilar, 
each class predominantly features simple 
polyhedral design gliders with rudder and 
elevator control. Most also have spoilers 
for glidepath control, and there are some 
Nostalgia designs such as the Challenger 
that feature fl aps in addition to spoilers. 

Nostalgia models must be designs that 

were kitted or published before 1980 
and few modifi cations are permitted. 
The majority of these models feature just 
rudder, elevator, and spoiler control, as 
was the standard for the time. The RES 
class allows only these control surfaces 
but there are no restrictions on design 
or construction methods and materials. 
Generally similar in appearance, an RES 
model offers greater performance through 
increased strength, less weight, and 
modern airfoils.

In addition to the CD, there is a 
group of dedicated volunteers from the 
League of Silent Flight that coordinates 
the Soaring events and performs event 
director, timing, scoring, fl ightline, and 
winch duties. Without these people, the 
Soaring week just couldn’t happen and 

they deserve special mention for their 
efforts. Indeed, before the fi rst group 
could be sent out, the wind direction 
required the winches and landing zones to 
be reset, which the LSF crew plus some 
pilots performed quickly so that the day 
could get started.

Nostalgia got the day going and six 
groups later the fi rst round was in the 
books. There are few pilots who do not 
recognize most of the Nostalgia designs 
and have some personal attachment to 
at least one of them. In fact, their choice 
of model is often because of their fond 
memories of their fi rst or second sailplane, 
choosing it over something of perhaps 
higher performance. 

Not that any of the Nostalgia designs 
have a particularly startling performance 
compared to modern sailplanes. The cutoff 
date for designs intentionally limits. The 
early-1980s Sagitta is considered the next 
leap in performance so this and all later 
designs are deliberately excluded. 

While all pilots have competitive intent, 
Nostalgia is the least cutthroat of the 
Soaring disciplines; the experience and 
memories both past and present being of 
greater meaning than the placing on the 
score sheet. Throughout the day it was 
common to hear the spectators alternately 
cheering or groaning in sympathy as the 
pilots wrestled Sailaires, Paragons, and 
Challengers back to the landing zone in 
gusty winds. So often what appeared to be 
a good approach would be sent awry by 
a gust of wind leaving the model short of 
the landing tape or fl ipped inverted next to 
the landing tape. After four rounds Kevin, 
Gillette holds the top spot, with Mike 
Lachowski second and Jack Strother third.

RES and Nostalgia models staged between fl ights.

Peter Baumeler waiting to 
launch Tom Kallevang’s Ava.

Bob Sowder timing for Rick Bothell.
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Flying 30-plus-year-old designs is 
not without risk, even with structural 
reinforcement, and unfortunately the 
strong winds took their toll on a few 
Nostalgia models. It is always sad to see 
the demise of a beautiful model and the 
time and effort it represents. Monday saw 
at least two Challengers and a Sailaire fl y 
their last fl ight, but their owners will be 
back with new models.

The RES class has a larger number of 
entries than Nostalgia, largely because 
competitive models can be bought in an 
almost-ready-to-fl y (ARF) form, where 
Nostalgia aircraft must be built from plans 
or a kit—or perhaps found on the used 
market. Fortunately, there are still newly 
built Nostalgia models that appear each 
year, adding to the population. 

One of the new models this year was 
Barry Andersen’s Challenger. It is great to 
see Barry return to Soaring after a several-
year break, and his old Sailaire was also in 
attendance in the hands of a new owner.

Avas dominate the RES class, although 
there are several other designs, such as 
the Precision RES and Eagle, sprinkled 
among them. Some pilots choose to have 
their Nostalgia model perform double 

duty and fl y it in the 
RES class also, so 
it’s not unusual to 
see an Ava circling 
in a thermal with an 
Olympic or Paragon.

For most of the 
morning, thermal 
activity was weak 
and it was unusual 
to see the light 
lift being chased 
downwind. Those 
who did, more 
often than not, had 
diffi culty getting 
back to the landing 
zone and out 
landings of various distances were seen. 
After the lunch break, thermal intensity 
increased and following lift became 
comfortable. It was now possible to gain 
enough altitude to allow even the slowest 
Nostalgia models to make the run home. 

With lift comes sink, and there were 
still a few groups that could not escape 
the descending air, and fl ights of 4 or 5 
minutes were enough to win the heat. On 
a few occasions, a pilot would be scraping 
into the landing zone to shoot a landing 
after a 2-minute fl ight, while those from 
the previous fl ight group were coming 
home after a leisurely 10-minute ride. 

Such is the 
fi ckleness of nature 
and why each fl ight 
is scored only 
against the other 
pilots in that group, 
not the entire round. 
Called man-on-
man scoring, this 
offers the most level 
playing fi eld for 

a competitive event that occurs in such 
a dynamic medium. Enough rounds are 
fl own and the pilot draw randomized such 
that each competitor should fl y against 
each other at least once. This format 
will continue through Wednesday and 
Thursday’s Unlimited competition, and 
ALES on Friday and Saturday.

After four rounds, the ever-consistent 
Mike Lachowski holds the lead in RES, 
with Jerry Shape second, and Jeff Carr 
holding down third. Tuesday promises 
milder conditions but there is still plenty 
of opportunity for moving and shaking 
on the leaderboard. Stay tuned for more 
pictures and fi nal results.

Flightline boss Jim 
Thomas launches an 
Ava for a competitor.

Free Flight legend Larry 
Davidson visited the Soaring 

site for the afternoon.

Arthur Markiewicz fl ying with 
Don Richmond assisting.
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Eight-year old Camden Greening 
returning a line to the winch.

An RES fl ight group 
gathers and readies its 
models prior to being 
sent to the winches.
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